We have developed a technique for measuring the atomic recoil frequency using a single-state echo-type atom interferometer that manipulates laser-cooled atoms in the ground state. The interferometer relies on momentum-state interference due to two standing-wave pulses that produce density gratings. The interference is modified by applying a third standing-wave pulse during the interferometer pulse sequence. As a result, the grating contrast exhibits periodic revivals at the atomic recoil frequency r as a function of the time at which the third pulse is applied, allowing r to be measured easily and precisely. The contrast is accurately described by a coherence function, which is the Fourier transform of the momentum distribution, produced by the third pulse and by the theory of echo formation. If the third pulse is a traveling wave, loss of grating contrast is observed, an effect also described by a coherence function. The decay of the grating contrast as a function of continuous-wave light intensity is used to infer the cross section for photon absorption. Following the demonstration of diffraction of atoms by standing-wave laser fields ͓1͔, atom interferometers ͑AIs͒ involving laser-cooled atoms have achieved significant improvements in inertial sensing ͓2,3͔ and contributed to improved measurements of the atomic fine-structure constant ␣ ͓4-6͔. AIs using cold atoms have generally relied on Raman transitions between hyperfine ground states ͓2-5͔, whereas AIs used for studies of decoherence ͓7-10͔ have utilized microfabricated gratings and supersonic atomic beams to observe effects of spatially separated laser fields on momentum-state interference. The results of beam experiments have been interpreted on the basis of coherence functions in classical optics associated with traveling-wave pulses ͓11͔. This paper describes a technique for measuring the atomic recoil frequency using a single-state, time-domain AI that utilizes the coherence function associated with a standing-wave pulse.
Following the demonstration of diffraction of atoms by standing-wave laser fields ͓1͔, atom interferometers ͑AIs͒ involving laser-cooled atoms have achieved significant improvements in inertial sensing ͓2,3͔ and contributed to improved measurements of the atomic fine-structure constant ␣ ͓4-6͔. AIs using cold atoms have generally relied on Raman transitions between hyperfine ground states ͓2-5͔, whereas AIs used for studies of decoherence ͓7-10͔ have utilized microfabricated gratings and supersonic atomic beams to observe effects of spatially separated laser fields on momentum-state interference. The results of beam experiments have been interpreted on the basis of coherence functions in classical optics associated with traveling-wave pulses ͓11͔. This paper describes a technique for measuring the atomic recoil frequency using a single-state, time-domain AI that utilizes the coherence function associated with a standing-wave pulse.
The AI uses a cold gas of Rb atoms and an echo technique that was previously developed in Refs. ͓12-17͔. The sample is excited by two standing-wave pulses ͑with traveling-wave components far detuned from the excited state͒ turned on at t = 0 and t = T that satisfy the Raman-Nath criterion ͓see Fig.  1͑a͔͒ . Each pulse transfers momenta in integer multiples 2nបk due to absorption and stimulated emission of photons, where k =2 / is the wave vector of the traveling-wave components of the standing wave. After excitation, the sample evolves into a superposition of momentum states corresponding to the same internal ground state. The recoil phases of the momentum states scale as n 2 r where r = ប⌬k 2 / 2m is the atomic recoil frequency, m is the atomic mass, and ⌬k =2k is the momentum transfer from counterpropagating excitation beams. The Doppler phases of these states evolve as n⌬kv 0 t where v 0 is the initial atomic velocity. The modulation of the wave function occurs on a time scale T r = r ͑ϳ32 s͒, which is much greater than the Doppler dephasing time T D ϳ 1 / ku ͑ϳ1 s͒ for a sample temperature of 50 K. Here u is the most probable speed of the atomic cloud. Therefore, it is necessary to use the echo technique to observe the recoil modulation of the wave function. The phase modulation after the first standing-wave pulse evolves into a density grating on a time scale T r . Interaction with the second standing-wave pulse results in the interference of momentum states separated by 2បk at the echo time t =2T, at which the Doppler-phase differences between interfering momentum states cancel. A rephased density grating with period / 2 formed in the vicinity of this echo time can be detected by coherently backscattering a traveling-wave readout pulse with wavelength . The amplitude of the backscattered light ͑echo͒ as a function of standing-wave pulse separation, T, is a direct measure of the grating contrast and exhibits a modulation at r because atoms with recoil velocity 2បk / m are displaced by one grating period ͑ / 2͒ in time T r .
In this paper, we investigate the effects of a third pulse applied at t =2T − ␦T on the echo at t =2T. In contrast with beam experiments, all atoms interact with all pulses for the same duration and ␦T can be varied easily and with exquisite control. If the third pulse is a standing wave similar to the two AI pulses, the effect of spontaneous emission is minimal.
The contrast at t =2T can be completely recovered when ␦T is an integer multiple of T r due to constructive interference of phase-shifted momentum states due to this pulse as shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . Studies of such quantum resonances with a large number of excitation pulses applied at multiples or submultiples of T r have attracted considerable attention in experiments that focus on quantum chaos ͓18-23͔. Related work includes studies of the Talbot effect in atom optics ͓24-26͔. In this work, we use a coherence function ͓11͔ that is a Fourier transform of the momentum distribution associated with the third pulse to describe the periodic contrast. If the third pulse is a traveling wave, the quasiperiodic contrast cannot be fully recovered due to decoherence from spontaneous emission. However, the contrast can again be described using a coherence function as in beam experiments ͓7-10͔.
We now describe the theoretical formalism based on the one-dimensional coherence function ͓7-11͔ used to describe our results. Coherence functions are Fourier transforms of the probability distributions P͑⌬k͒ that describe a change in momentum ͑ប⌬k͒ associated with the third pulse and can be written in terms of the correlation between interfering momentum states separated by z ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ as
where ͑z͒ is the atomic wave function, k 0 is the initial wave vector for the atoms, and F z denotes a Fourier transform of the momentum distribution of the atoms, I͑k 0 ͒. If a photon of wave vector k is absorbed and subsequently reemitted due to spontaneous emission, the final momentum distribution along the z axis is given by
The subscripts i and f denote initial and final distributions, respectively, and ‫ء‬ represents a convolution between the initial atomic momentum distribution and the momentum distribution P͑k z ͒ that describes photon scattering. If I i ͑k 0 ͒ is a delta function and P͑k z ͒ describes absorption followed by spontaneous emission for a dipole oscillating in the x-y plane ͑situation for traveling-wave excitation͒, we obtain I f ͑k 0 ͒ shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . The corresponding coherence function g͑z͒, shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ , is the Fourier transform of I f ͑k 0 ͒. g͑z͒ is analogous to the single-slit diffraction function in optics, which represents the contrast after a single absorption-emission process.
To describe multiple independent absorption-emission events, Eq. ͑2͒ can be used repeatedly to convolve I f ͑k 0 ͒ with P͑k z ͒. The convolution theorem can be used to show that the final coherence function g f ͑z͒ is a weighted sum of the single-photon coherence function g 1 ͑z͒ given by
where the weighting coefficients c n depend on the interaction time, intensity, and detuning of the third pulse and represent the probabilities of scattering n photons. For the case of standing-wave excitation, I f ͑k 0 ͒ will resemble a distribution of evenly spaced delta functions ͑the finite peak width is due to the uncertainty in k͒ as shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . The corresponding g f ͑z͒ shown in Fig. 2͑d͒ resembles the interference pattern due to multiple slits and can be represented by
c n represents the probability of the atom acquiring a momentum kick of 2nបk during excitation where n is an integer. For a multislit experiment, the values of c n would be equal, whereas for the standing-wave experiment, c n ϰ ͉J n ͉͑͒ 2 , where is the standing-wave pulse area and J n is a Bessel function of order n. In the rest frame of atoms used in beam experiments, the effect of spatially separated laser fields is equivalent to the effect of temporally separated pulses used in this work since the separation between interfering arms that interact with the third pulse is given by z = ͑2បk / m͒␦T as in Fig. 1͑a͒ . As a result, Eq. ͑4͒ can be expressed as g͑␦T͒, a function that is modulated at r .
A Ti:sapphire ring laser produces the laser beams used for atom trapping and atom interferometry. The repump laser is derived from a grating-stabilized diode laser. We use a magneto-optical trap ͑MOT͒ containing ϳ10 8 85 Rb atoms loaded in ϳ100 ms from background vapor. After turning off the trap and repump lasers, the atoms are cooled in a molasses to a temperature of ϳ50 K. A chain of acousto-optic modulators ͑AOMs͒ generates all excitation pulses with an on/off ratio R Ͼ 10 6 . The pulse timing is controlled by digital delay generators precise to 500 ps. Figure 1͑b͒ shows a schematic of the beam path. Traveling-wave pulses from an AOM are retroreflected to produce standing-wave pulses. The excitation beam diameter is comparable to or slightly larger than the cloud size of ϳ4 mm. A shutter with a closing time of ϳ600 s is used to block light at the time of the readout pulse. The contrast is detected using a gated photomultiplier tube ͑PMT͒. Due to the jitter in the shutter closing time, the smallest pulse separations T for which the echo can be recorded is ϳ1 ms. For some experiments, two AOMs are used to generate counterpropagating traveling-wave pulses, in which case the shutter is eliminated and T can be reduced to ϳ1 s. The peak intensity of all the pulses is I ϳ 5I sat , where I sat = 7.56 mW/ cm 2 is the saturation intensity associated with equally populated magnetic sublevels of the F =3 ground state. The durations of the two AI pulses are 500-800 ns and 30-200 ns, respectively. The typical duration of the third pulse is 50-500 ns. The grating is detected using a readout pulse that has the same detuning ⌬ ͑ϳ50 MHz͒ as the AI pulses. The echo envelope shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ is averaged over 32 repetitions and integrated over the typical signal duration ͑ϳ2 s͒ to generate the grating contrast. Figure 3 shows the effect of a third standing-wave pulse with variable pulse width on the contrast with T ϳ 1.5 ms. The data are modulated at r and show that 100% contrast is regained since the effect of spontaneous emission is small. These data are qualitatively similar to Fig. 2͑d͒ . The fits are based on Eq. ͑4͒ and involve a finite number of terms due to the bandwidth and pulse area of the third pulse. As expected, the fringe pattern narrows if the duration of the third pulse is increased because of interference of phase-shifted trajectories due to higher-order recoil processes. The modulated contrast suggests that this technique could be suitable for measuring r precisely if ␦T is varied over the time scale of the experiment ͑ϳ2T͒. Figure 4͑a͒ shows such a measurement with the standing-wave pulses of the AI separated by ϳ8 ms. The data were acquired in ϳ2 h. A fit to g f ͑␦T͒ based on Eq. ͑4͒ results in a measurement of r precise to 1.6 parts per million. The contrast in Fig. 4͑a͒ can also be analytically modeled by extending the theoretical treatment in Refs. ͓13,17͔. In Ref. ͓13͔, the presence of higher-order density gratings was inferred by applying a sequence of standingwave pulses and observing signatures at specific echo times. In contrast, this work describes the effect of a third pulse on the echo at t =2T associated with the / 2 spatial harmonic. Using the treatment of spontaneous emission described in Ref. ͓17͔ and the theory of echo formation using multiple pulses developed in ͓13͔, it can be shown ͓27͔ that the grating contrast in the presence of the third standing-wave pulse is given by
Here, 3 is the pulse area of the third pulse, = tan −1 ͑−⌫ / ⌬͒ is the spontaneous emission parameter, and ⌫ is the effective radiative rate ͓17͔. Figure 4͑b͒ shows fits to the data in Fig. 4͑a͒ based on Eq. ͑4͒ and on the results based on a modification of Eq. ͑5͒ to include the effects of the spatial profiles of the atomic cloud and laser beams. Both fits accurately model the data, but the fit based on Eq. ͑4͒ is more robust because the effect of spontaneous emission and spatial profile can be described by a modification of the weighting coefficients in the series expansion. This has been confirmed using numerical simulations. Another interesting aspect of using a third pulse to measure r is that the effect of signal decay due to transit time of cold atoms is avoided because T is fixed. It is notable that the technique described here is considerably simpler than the method used in Refs. ͓15,17͔, which involved measuring the periodic modulation of the contrast as a function of T and developing fits based on analytical calculations that describe the role of spontaneous emission and spatial profile of the AI beams. As a result, accurate knowledge about numerous fit parameters such as pulse areas, effective spontaneous emission rate, and contrast decay time was essential.
Analysis of the data in Fig. 3 shows that the full width at half maxima ͑FWHM͒ of the fringe pattern is inversely proportional to 3 , a result that can be derived by expanding J 0 in Eq. ͑5͒ around its maxima ͓27͔. We have also examined the effect of N identical standing-wave pulses separated by T r on the FWHM. The FWHM decreases with N and levels off for N ϳ 7 at ϳ1 / 2 the value for N = 1. In comparison, a derivation following from Eq. ͑5͒ predicts a 1 / N dependence for the FWHM for Ӷ 1 ͓27͔. We attribute the discrepancy to the relatively large pulse area used in this work ͑ ϳ 1͒ and the finite bandwidth of additional pulses, effects not considered by the theoretical treatment.
The best atom interferometric measurements of r ͓5,6͔ have achieved a precision better than 10 parts per billion ͑ppb͒ by studying systematic effects using multiple data sets on time scales of ϳ200 ms. In contrast, Fig. 4͑a͒ is a single measurement of r on a time scale of ϳ20 ms. This measurement does not correct for systematic effects such as angle between the traveling-wave components of the standing-wave pulse ͓17͔ and index of refraction ͓28͔, which are effects at the level of 1 ppm. In recent work, we have shown that the time scale can be further extended to the transit time limit by switching to a glass chamber and eliminating magnetic field gradients ͓16͔ due to the magnetized vacuum chamber. Since the precision scales linearly with T and further improvement up to a factor of ϳ10 is feasible by increasing the pulse area and number of standing-wave pulses, a single measurement with a precision of ϳ20 ppb seems realizable. Further improvements can be achieved on the basis of statistics and studies of systematic effects. To minimize the index correction, we expect to use far detuned excitation pulses as in Refs. ͓6,18,19͔. Other systematic effects include wave-front curvature. Pursuit of a measurement of r using the single-state, echo-type AI and the coherence function technique in a dilute atomic cloud is advantageous because of reduced sensitivity to several systematic effects ͓15͔ and because recoil shifts due to interatomic interactions are avoided ͓29͔. We now show the connection between this work and earlier studies in atomic beams in which the momentum state interference was perturbed by a traveling wave ͓7-10͔. Figure 5 shows the change in contrast due to a traveling wave ͑third pulse͒ with duration = 150 ns and variable ⌬ applied at t =2T − ␦T with the AI pulses separated by T ϳ 1.5 ms. The contrast shows the modulation expected on the basis of Eq. ͑3͒, which is qualitatively similar to Fig. 2͑c͒ . It is clear that the contrast decreases if the third pulse is closer to resonance. A similar loss in contrast is observed if the duration of the third pulse is increased. The data are fit using Eq. ͑3͒ to extract c 0 , c 1 , ... ,c n . Since the third pulse was off resonance, the weighted average number of scattered photons per atom for each data set is generally small ͑ϳ1.5͒ and the loss in contrast does not approach 100%. The asymptotic offset of each curve is proportional to c 0 , which represents the number of atoms that scattered zero photons. A detailed analysis of these results is presented elsewhere ͓27͔.
If the AI is perturbed by continuous-wave ͑cw͒ light, scattering events can occur with equal probability at any time during the experiment so that g f ͑z͒ must be averaged over z. Since T ӷ T r , atoms that scatter light will not contribute to the echo signal and the contrast will decay exponentially as a function of T. Figure 6͑a͒ shows the contrast as a function of T for various intensities of circularly polarized cw light. Following previous work related to atomic collisions ͓30͔, we assume that the contrast ratio with and without background light is proportional to e −␥2T where ␥ is the scattering rate ͑proportional to the photon density and absorption cross section ͒ and 2T is the time of exposure to light. For fixed T, we find that the natural logarithm of the contrast exhibits a linear dependence on cw light intensity. can be inferred from the slopes of these graphs and the measured cw light intensity. Figure 6͑b͒ shows the cross section vs T. As expected, is independent of T because photon scattering imparts a velocity change of បk / m ͑ϳ0.6 cm/ s͒ that decoheres the atoms on a time scale of ϳ1 / r . avg is consistent with the expected value for a polarized sample ͑3 2 / 2͒ since the echo signal from the m f = 3 sublevel is the dominant contribution and because a large fraction of atoms accumulate in the high-͉m͉ magnetic sublevels of the F = 3 state during polarization gradient cooling ͓16͔.
In summary, we have explored the distinct effects of perturbing the AI with standing-wave, traveling-wave, and continuous-wave light. The contrast relevant to standingwave excitation has been accurately modeled using coherence functions. This technique offers a surprisingly simple and robust method to measure r , which can be exploited for a precise determination of ␣. 
